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Shirlington Village

• Arlington’s experience w/smart growth, civic engagement

• History – the evolution of a 1940s era shopping center

• Key Attributes
• Compact development, less density than transit corridors

• More residential in variety of housing types

• Grocery Store

• Walkability

• Entertainment (restaurants, movies, live theatre, library)

• Transit (bus transfer facility)

• Leverage public investment

• Civic engagement

• Lessons Learned
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SETTING THE STAGE
• Arlington is a 26 

square mile, urban 
county which was a 
part of the original 
District of Columbia
– Population 222,800

– Housing units 105,428

• Located in the core 
of a rapidly growing 
Washington region 
(over 5 million 
residents, 3 million 
jobs and 1,200 sq. 
miles of urbanized 
area)



The Roads Not Built
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Shirlington

 South end of County

 Adjacent to major 

highway (I-395)

 Outside Metro 

Corridors

 No rail, but good bus 

access
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Shirlington UC1940s 
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Store Categories 1950
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Shirlington

1970s
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1976 PDSP 
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1982 PDSP
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1982 PDSP Site Plan
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Shirlington

Popular restaurants, movie theater
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Shirlington 2000

 Extension of street 

through former 

department store 

parking lot

 New development 

with retail, 

residential, office, 

public library and 

theater

 No rail but good 

bus service
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Shirlington – 1998
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Shirlington

 Structured parking in 5 

garages, tucked 

behind buildings

 Use of liner retail along 

old theater

 Civic presence 

(library/theater bldg.)

 County land swap
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Active sidewalks – seating, 
permeable facades
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Residential units over 
retail
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“Liner” retail
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Shirlington

 1,049 residential units

 432,566 sq ft retail

 585,111 sq ft office

 57,000 sq ft library & 

theatre

 142 hotel rooms

All in about 2 blocks, 

next to a highway
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Shirlington Bus Station
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Lessons Learned

• Planning – first iterations are not always successful – evaluate and 
make adjustments

• Success Requires Creativity – in addition to increased density

• Support a mix of Uses that is Sustainable in the local market

• Partnering
– Strong and innovative public-private partnerships facilitate development

• Tie investments to specifics, giving investors some degree of certainty

• Engaging
– Engaging residents, businesses if the key to creating successful, contextual plans 

that build on a community’s existing assets.

– Proactively address community concens
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